
 
PREETI RootedTrees

Eee Set of nodes and edges that connect them
To Exactly one path

between two nodes

Path connected sequence of edges

79
Rootedtree One distinguished angle is called

469 qÉIi

Every node fRot has ONE parent p
the first node on the path from n to

the root
n is p's child

Roof has No parent
A node can have ANY number of children

Leaf Node with No children

Sibling Nodes with the same parent

Ancestors of a node n are the nodes on the

path from n to the root including n itself
and the root

If a is an ancestor of n n is a descendent
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Lengthofapath Number of edges on the path
Node to itself Path length o

Depthofnodent Length of the path from
n to the Root Depth of the Root 0

Heightifnode i Length of path from n to
its deepest descendent Heightof a leaf node 0

Binarytree No node has 72 children
Laa I 2 children

Every child is either the left or the right child
even if it is the ont child
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class Treemode
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Object item liked chain

TreeNode parent
TreeNode firstchild Link
TreeNode nextsibling chain

classRootedTree E Il Filesystem

TreeNode Root
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yinofffcrags AttingIIff year apartment
Icy used to locate a nodeFEI

Crab
traversals
Preorder traversal Visit each node before
sEI.is edyifrghildren left to right Root

class Treettode
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Disk Any action g print Egcontakeyl
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if firstChild E NULL

firstchild preorders

if nextsibling NV

Eitan
In Each node is visited exactly once

N

Post visit the currentNode LAST

Inordr traversal Undefined for trees
where a node can have more than
2 children

Levelordetrafersal Breadth first search


